CHAPTER/NETWORK SCHOLARSHIP TIMELINE

September 1
Texas Exes Entering Freshman Scholarship Application opens

NOVEMBER 1
Deadline for Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs to submit their Intent to Award Form

JANUARY 1
Current UT/Transfer Student Application opens

FEBRUARY 10
Deadline for Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs to submit their Chapter & Network Reviewers List

FEBRUARY 15 (11:59 P.M. CST)
Texas Exes Entering Freshman Scholarship Application deadline

FEBRUARY 20
Deadline for all Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs and scholarship reviewers to complete and submit the electronic Texas Exes Scholarships Confidentiality and Conflict of Interest Agreement

MARCH
Scholarship Funds Report will be emailed to Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs

MARCH 1 (11:59 P.M. CST)
Current UT/Transfer Student Application deadline

BY MARCH 15
Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs will receive their Applicant List and reviewers will gain access to the online application/review system

MAY 1
Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs must submit their Proposed Recipients List BEFORE notifying the student(s) of the award. The Texas Exes Scholarships Department will confirm the selection.

Note: National deadline for students to accept admission to a university and pay an enrollment deposit.

MAY 15
Deadline for Chapter/Network Scholarship Chairs to submit their Scholarship Report Form and any supplemental funds (in the form of a check) to Texas Exes. Once staff receives the Scholarship Report Form and supplemental funds (if applicable), the student(s) will be sent an official scholarship offer.

LATE JUNE/EARLY JULY
Scholarship funds sent to the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid (OSFA) for disbursement

Note: Scholarships at or above $2,000 will be split evenly between the fall and spring semesters.

QUESTIONS? scholarships@texasexes.org or 512-840-6495